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Shams al‐Dīn al‐Bukhārī
Raymond Mercier
Flourished

Middle to late 13th century

Shams al‐Dīn al‐Bukhārī is cited in various Greek versions of Arabic and Persian astronomical
handbooks (zījes), versions that were made in the last decade of the 13th century in Marāgha and
Tabrīz. These zījes include al‐Zīj al‐Sanjarī, composed in Arabic in the mid‐12th century by ʿAbd al‐
Raḥmān al‐Khāzinī and dedicated to the Saljūq Sultan Sanjar (reigned: 1118–1157); al‐Zīj al‐ʿAlāʾī,
composed in Arabic by ʿAbd al‐Karīm al‐Shirwānī al‐Fahhād (mid‐12th century), but no longer extant
in Arabic; and, al‐Zīj‐I Īlkhānī, composed circa 1270 in Persian by Naṣīr al‐Dīn al‐Ṭūsī. The Persian
text survives in many copies, and there is also an Arabic version. The Greek versions of all three are
found in the following manuscripts: Florence Laur. gr. 28/17, Vat. gr. 211, and Vat. gr. 1058. The
Greek version of the Īlkhānī zīj is much more widespread, being found in manuscripts in many
collections. The Arabic version of the Sanjarī is found in manuscripts Vat. ar. 761, Br. Lib. Or. 6669,
and Istanbul Hamidiye MS 859; one is in private possession.
A tract on the astrolabe is also attributed to Shams al‐Dīn al‐Bukhārī as well as a “Short syntaxis”;
both are in Greek. There is nothing known of him in Persian or Arabic sources, nor is there any
known reference to him outside the Greek work just mentioned. According to these sources, his
floruit may be firmly placed at the end of the 13th century, and D. Pingree (1985) has argued for his
date of birth as 11 June 1254.
These translations were made, no doubt, within the community centered at the famous observatory
of Marāgha, which was under the direction of Ṭūsī and under the patronage of the Īlkhānid rulers. It
is clear that Shams al‐Dīn al‐Bukhārī was instrumental in enabling the Byzantine scholar Gregory
Chioniades both to obtain these translations of the tables and to learn how to use them. Shams al‐
Dīn's oral instruction (ἀπò φωνῆς τοίνυν τοῦ Σὰμψ Πουχαρής ἀνδρὸς τὸ γένος Πέρσου) is
acknowledged in the prefaces to the “Persian syntaxis” of Chioniades, circa 1295, and in the later
“Persian syntaxis” of George Chrysococces, circa 1347, where we are told that the Persians were
reluctant to allow a written translation of the Persian canons of the tables to be passed into Greek
hands. One notes that the term “Persian syntaxis” is used somewhat loosely in the Greek texts, so
that, for Chioniades, it refers to the Zīj al‐ʿAlāʾī, while for Chrysococces it means the Zīj‐i Īlkhānī.
Apart from Chioniades's canons for Zīj al‐ʿAlāʾī, one finds a further work of his in 22 chapters, in
which all three zījes are mentioned. In one of these, Chioniades relates how Shams al‐Dīn al‐Bukhārī
calculated a lunar eclipse according to some tables he had devised on the basis of the Zīj‐i Īlkhānī,
using as an example the total lunar eclipse of 30 May 1295. These eclipse tables were presumably
part of the “Short syntaxis” elsewhere attributed to him.

The last mention of Shams al‐Dīn al‐Bukhārī in the Byzantine sources is in the Tribiblos, a very prolix
treatise written circa 1350 by Theodore Meliteniotes, covering both Ptolemaic and Persian material.
This includes in its Book III a long recapitulation of the Persian material, including the Greek version
of the Zīj‐i Īlkhānī, as already given by Chrysococces. In the preface to the text, Meliteniotes
mentions Σἀμψ Μπουχαρὴ along with other Islamic authors (Vat. gr. MS 792, fol. 246).
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